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n order to cope with the social problems generated from rapid economic development, the international community has been actively launching
social innovation campaigns, such as promoting fair trade,
environment friendly, and sustainable energy, trying to find
new ways to solve social problems through innovative
methods. Nowadays, social innovative organizations with
creativity and a strong sense of purpose are becoming
more in Taiwan. They actively contribute to different fields
and bring socially sustainable values and energy to make
Taiwan a better place. In Taiwan, social innovation is rising
along with the global trend. According to surveys, new micro-enterprises that are established within the last 3 years
and have a capital less than $160,000(USD) are the backbone of social innovation. Additionally, some have shown
outstanding performance on agriculture friendly, disadvantaged group services, and sustainable environment,
which can be seen as follows:

Leezen
Leezen encourage organic farming and producing products with minimal artificial additives. By purchasing organic
food, consumers not only maintain a healthier lifestyle but
also make our environment better.

Homemakers Union Consumers
Co-operation
Homemakers Union advocate sustainable lifestyle from
buying healthy food which protect Taiwan's agriculture.
Consumers are implementing responsible consumption
through green products that do no harm to earth.

Children Are Us Foundation
Children Are Us Foundation devoted to changing children’s lives by providing them more survival skills to face
their lives. The Children Are Us bakery and restaurants give
children chances to make products and learn to provide
services. So that they could create value by themselves instead of waiting for others’ help for the living.
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Agoood connects consumers and corporations with their
creativity to help the disadvantaged and to make good
values count. They are creating a better socially responsible collaboration system to accumulate good values.
Agoood aims to discover and explore more hidden talents
and spread the power of good.

Sunnyfounder
Sunnyfounder is the first green energy group platform in
Taiwan. Citizens’ power plants can be built through
crowdfunding, and the income from the electricity will be
returned to investors or social welfare groups. They also
build power plant on the roof of social welfare groups, so
they could maintain their operation by themselves year
after year. It effectively reduces the barriers for producing
green power.

DA.AI
DA.AI uses recycled PET bottles as a raw material to manufacture recycled eco-products, activating a new life
cycle for the PET bottles and reducing the consumption of
natural resources. 100% of DA.AI’s net profit proceeds from
the sale of eco-friendly products and its investments are
donated to the Tzu Chi Foundation to help disadvantaged
people.
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n addition, non-governmental organizations start
to participate and support social innovation. They
join to initiate, build community, and provide capital. By their support, social innovation ecosystem has gradually formed in Taiwan. For example:
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Social Enterprise Insights
Social Enterprise Insights is the first social enterprises media
in the Sinophone world. Not only shares social enterprises
stories in Taiwan but also introduces other creative ideas
about innovation and entrepreneurial incubation in the
worldwide. It thus widens the horizon of Sinophone societies, and give them another perspective of social innovation.

B Current Impact Investment Inc. (BCI2)
B Current Impact Investment Inc. (BCI2) is a community
started by 43 professionals from various backgrounds in
Taiwan and Silicon Valley. By linking social entrepreneurs to
impact investors, it has helped elevate financial their maturity so they could sustain and develop independently.
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n 2014, we launched the “Social Enterprise Action Plan
(2014-2016),” which encourages the social spirits of entrepreneurship. We hope to shift focus in enterprises from profit
only to social influence. After three years of implementation, we
have fulfilled many important tasks that built a stable foundation
for social enterprise ecosystem. Currently, we are dedicated to
building a socially innovative and friendly environment that adheres to UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. We will integrate
government power and civil forces to connect social enterprises,
non-profit organizations, and enterprises to achieve social values
together through the following actions.

Social Innovation Action Plan
In 2018, the “Social Innovation Action Plan” was launched to foster
the concept of sustainability among the public, provide capital,
counseling services and other forms of support for social entrepreneurs. Also, we review and adjust inappropriate regulations or policies, and encourage more people to join social innovation. Simultaneously, we will continue to seek for cooperation opportunities in
the global community. The cooperation of 12 ministries and departments has helped social innovation in Taiwan to develop
steadily, creating a good model of social innovation operation to
hold in various places for different issues.

Social Innovation Lab
The “Social Innovation Lab” opened on October 18, 2017, provides
services regarding social innovation. We hope to provide a platform for people who focus on social and environmental issues and
willing to share opinion with counseling and social networking resources. Ultimately, creative ideas could come true, optimize, and
bring solutions to sustainability. Until now, the center has hosted
more than 1,000 events and more than 40,000 people have participated. In the future, we plan to expand the center’s mechanism to
the national level, so that the concept of social innovation can be
spread throughout the country and cultivate more experts to solve
social problems.
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Regulation Harmonization

Social Innovation Procurement & Marketing
In order to expand the sales channels in the social innovation industry, we commence from three areas: government departments, private enterprises, and the public, to rise consumers’
awareness to support and purchase social innovation-related
products.
a. For example, the establishment of “Social Innovation Enterprise Registration
Database” enable the public to search for the company, the founder, their
social mission and services, People could have a better understanding of the
social influence from these various social innovation models.
b. At the same time, we add social innovation products into “ Inter-entity Supply
Contracts” and promote “Buying Power—Social innovation products and services procurement ”and other measures to encourage the government and enterprises to use procurement and link CSR resources to support social innovation.

Asia Pacific Social Enterprise Summit
In order to allow Taiwan’s social innovation to realize its full potential and allow the world to see the value of our social innovation, the government and nongovernmental organizations jointly
held the “2018 Asia-Pacific Social Enterprise Summit” in May. It
allowed the vitality of Taiwan and the scientific and technological advantages in social innovation to be presented to the world
through organizing lectures, marketplaces, and trips. Next year,
we will expand the international forum for social innovation. We
expect social enterprises from all over the world to inspire more
innovative ideas in Taiwan.
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What we achieved

Old regulations are often the key factors that hinder the development of new ventures. Through a symposium in Taiwan, we
learned about the local issues and difficulties social entrepreneurs
encounter. Among which is how a non-profit organization establishes a corporate social enterprise in an experimental way
through the coordination between different ministries. After the
renewal of the regulation, more resources can be used to continuously create social values and benefits in the future.

